at home

Box it up You can’t go wrong with a good
bin, but in a formal space, a box with a lid
looks more polished. A stylish set like
the one in this photo becomes another
decorative element rather than an
obvious junk-keeper. Nobody
has to know that they’re
full-to-the-brim with old
tax returns, photos,
and the kids’ art
projects that
you can’t
bear to
toss.

Yourhappy,
clutter-free life

Who has time to organize? Not you. Which is why we
found 15 incredible ideas that will quickly—and cheaply—
hide the chaos in your house and, in return, bring back
some sanity. Now, as for all that free time you just
saved, do something radical with it: Relax.

Get an entryway bureau
One of the most deflating feelings in life is to enter your
home and be faced with a
mess. That’s why we love this
genius solution, courtesy of
Erin Gates, author of Elements
of Style: She swapped out an
entryway table for this bedroom
staple. “In this city condo, the
owner had no storage space
whatsoever,” Gates says. “She
uses this stylish dresser as a
place to store scarves, bags,
and anything she needs to grab
on the way out the door.” The
other thing this is brilliant for?
Rather than watching your
family’s shoes accumulate in a
mound next to the door, leave
the bottom drawers empty and
hide them in there.
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Skirt your mess That crazy jumble under your
bathroom sink? Hide it with fabric. Buy enough
material to wrap around the base (plus a
little extra), then hem by turning all four
edges under and securing them with
fabric glue. (No sewing needed—
hallelujah!) Add adhesive Velcro
to the top edge, then stick the
other side directly to the
vanity. If you want to get
fancy, use fabric glue
to add trim to the
finished product,
like this pretty take from
Elements
of Style.

Secretly genius decorating idea
“All of your furniture should do double
duty,” says Reich. The key to using
a trunk as a coffee table is not
to fi ll it with things you need
daily. Pack it with stuff you
only use seasonally, like
holiday decorations—
it will free up space
in your closets
for the things
you actually
have to get
to every
day.
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STOW-IT-ALL
SUPERSTARS
Squeeze out every inch

of storage by using a trunk
as a coffee table.
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HGTV Property Brothers Drew and
Jonathan Scott have one simple
rule: Use every inch. “The empty area
near your ceiling can be space for
shelves, the tops of cabinets can be
used for storage or display, and under
the bed is perfect for things you
don’t need every day, like extra linens.”
Instead of letting those precious
baby clothes you can’t bear
to donate (even though your “baby”
is 10) take up valuable closet space,
stow them in spare luggage in
your attic, basement, or garage,
suggests Ginny Snook Scott of
California Closets.
“Turn a sofa or an oversize chair
on an angle to create a corner
nook for storage. Stash stacking bins
or baskets of kids’ toys behind it,” says
HGTV designer Taniya Nayak. “People
think that angling furniture can make
your room look smaller. It’s not true.”
“I call clear plastic bins with
drawers the ‘little black dress’ of
organizing,” says Barbara Reich,
author of Secrets of an Organized
Mom. “You’ll use them for
everything.” But tuck them away in
closets or under beds—the whole
idea is that guests (and you!) aren’t
privy to the chaos of what’s inside.
“If you have second-floor
bedrooms, your family probably
ditches things on the stairs
constantly,” says MaryJo Monroe,
professional organizer with
ReSpaced. “So get everyone their
own little bin to keep on the stairs and
collect the things that need to go up.”
Bonus: That inevitable whirlwind
cleanup for guests is a million times
easier—and faster.
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Put it behind a curtain
Strategically placed drapes
are every savvy stasher’s
secret weapon. Here, an
unused nook becomes a
closet, thanks to a few
yards of fabric. (Just hang
a curtain rod, or pop in
a tension rod for a completely hardware-free project.) If you already have
doors, consider removing
them from the hinges and
swapping them for curtains. You’d be surprised
how much valuable floor
space those doors gobble
up when they’re open.
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1 Safavieh Jackpot square trunk, $218; staples.com. 2 Angela Towers storage trunk, $156; allmodern.com. 3 Upton Home Luz
coffee/cocktail table, $197; overstock.com. 4 Storage ottoman, $200; target.com. 5 Ridgeway small trunk, $230; pier1.com.
6 Bombay Heritage Traveler’s storage ottoman, $210; wayfair.com.
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MAGIC
MULTITASKERS
These will make you a

PRETTY (NOT
PRICEY!) BINS
Good ones are like the
perfect man—strong,
attractive, and able to
deal with all of your
crap. Marry your stuff
to one of these.

happier person. Or one
who doesn’t rage every
time you trip over a toy.
Problem: My child’s room is a sty.
Solution: Canvas totes. These sturdy
bags work like bins, but handles make
them easy to schlep during cleanup
(especially with little ones) and hang.
With a few hooks, they make brilliant
use of that oft-forgotten back-of-door
space. And unless you are also type A,
it’s okay to skip the embroidery.

We love this tip from Pretty & Organized:
With a quick coat of spray paint and
some colorful string, a caddy becomes
a do-it-all kitchen item. Place potted herbs
or ripening fruits in it, or the vinegars and
oils you reach for all the time.

Problem: My vanity is a black hole.
Solution: Ikea spice racks. Mount

Problem: My fridge is a mess.
Solution: A lazy Susan. Use it

them on the inside of the vanity doors
(they’re only four inches deep) to hold
the stuff you go fishing for every
morning. You can also install them in
your kid’s room to display favorite
books or on the side of the kitchen
cabinet to stash mail. Bekväm spice
rack, $3.99; ikea.com.

for condiments and you’ll never
tip over a carton of milk while
searching for the mustard again.
This lazy Susan comes in four sizes,
is nonslip, and both levels have a
lip so stuff won’t fall off. Copco
nonskid turntable, $4.99 to $14.99;
bedbathandbeyond.com.
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Problem: I’m out of counter room.
Solution: A shower caddy. Seriously!
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Bins are your friends They’re instant
chaos tamers, but heed this tiny bit of
semi-organizing advice: Label them.
It’s easy, it takes seconds (unless
you’re a fancy calligrapher),
and it’s so worth it—the
last thing you want to do
is play the memory
game every time
you need to
find something.
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1 Braided storage bin, $19; westelm.com. 2 Small Weave bin, $5.99 each; containerstore.com. 3 Pandan bin in metallic, $28 each;
serenaandlily.com. 4 Stripes around the cube bin, $12.95; landofnod.com. 5 Embroidered fabric drawer, $26; homedecorators.com.
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